We suggest how quantum fields derive from quantum mechanics on intrinsic configuration spaces with the Lie groups U(3) and U(2) as key examples. Historically the intrinsic angular momentum, the spin, of the electron was first seen as a new degree of freedom in 1925 by Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit to explain atomic spectra in magnetic fields. Today intrinsic quantum mechanics seems to be able to connect the strong and electroweak interaction sectors of particle physics. Local gauge invariance in laboratory space corresponds to left-invariance in intrinsic configuration space. We derive the proton spin structure function and the proton magnetic moment as novel results of the general conception presented here. We hint at the origin of the electroweak mixing angle in up and down quark flavour generators. We show how to solve for baryon mass spectra by a Rayleigh-Ritz method with all integrals found analytically. We relate to existing and possibly upcoming experiments like LHCb, KATRIN, Project 8, PSI-MUSE and ILC to test our predictions for neutral pentaquarks, proton radius, precise Higgs mass, Higgs self-couplings, beta decay neutrino mass and dark energy to baryon matter ratio. We take intrinsic quantum mechanics to represent a step, not so much beyond the Standard Model of particle physics, but to represent a step behind the Standard Model.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Historically the intrinsic angular momentum, the spin, of the electron was first seen as a new degree of freedom in 1925 by George Uhlenbeck and Samuel Goudsmit to explain atomic spectra in magnetic fields [1] . After Goudsmit had told about the newest development in spectroscopy, Uhlenbeck realized that the four quantum numbers used to explain the spectroscopy should not only be ascribed to the electron as Pauli had done [1, 2] but that to each quantum number should be ascribed an independent degree of freedom. Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit writes it like this: "...To us yet another road seems open: Pauli does not fix himself on an imagined model. The 4 quantum numbers ascribed to the electron have lost their original Landé meaning. It now lies at hand to give the electron with its 4 quantum numbers also 4 degrees of freedom. One can then e.g. give the quantum numbers the following meaning: n and k remain as hitherto the main and azimutal quantum numbers for the electron in its orbit. But R will be ascribed to an eigenrotation of the electron." In relation to this eigenrotation, Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit further notices: "...The ratio between the magnetic moment of the electron to its mechanical must be twice as large for its eigenrotation as for its orbital movement." 1 Spin -by its relation to magnetic moment -also explains [3] the twofold deflection of a silver atom beam in an inhomogeneous magnetic field in the Stern-Gerlach experiment from 1922 [4, 5] . We shall return to the question of spin in section XII but first we want to develop the idea of intrinsic degrees of freedom in more general terms.
Today intrinsic quantum mechanics seems to be able to connect the strong and electroweak interaction sectors of particle physics. We have used intrinsic quantum mechanics to derive the electron to nucleon mass ratio and parton distributions for the up and down quark content of the proton [6] , baryon spectra, electroweak energy scale and Higgs mass [7] [8] [9] . Further we have predicted beta decay neutrino mass scenarios and Higgs self-couplings [10] . The latter are at a slight variance with Standard Model expectations by a presence of the up-down quark mixing matrix element as a factor in the quartic Higgs self-coupling.
The present work gives a more systematic presentation of the intrinsic point of view and presents a derivation of the proton spin structure function g p 1 . Figure 1 shows comparison with recent data from the COMPASS Collaboration [11] . We also present a calculation of the proton magnetic moment and give considerations on the origin of the electroweak mixing angle θ W in up and down quark generators. The proton spin structure function, its magnetic dipole moment and the considerations on the electroweak mixing angle are new results from the intrinsic conception of dynamics in Lie group configuration spaces. It should be noted that the intrinsic space is not to be considered as extra spatial dimensions like in string theory. Rather it should be considered as a generalized spin space, see fig. 2 . In other words, there is no gravitational interaction in intrinsic spaces.
The work is structured as follows. First we generalize the canonical commutation relations by use of differential forms and left-invariant coordinate fields on the intrinsic space. Then we show how a quantum field can be created when one reads off the intrinsic dynamics by use of exterior derivatives (momentum forms). We show that R aber wird man eine eigene Rotation des Elektrons zuordnen." In relation to this eigenrotation, Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit further notices: "Das Verhältnis des magnetischen Momentes des Elektrons zum mechanischen muß für die Eigenrotation doppelt so groß sein als für die Umlaufsbewegung." [1] FIG. 1: Spin structure function for the proton as a function of the momentum fraction, x of the scattering center. Data from the COMPASS Collaboration [11] compared to a weighted sum of Tu and T d distributions (206) from an intrinsic protonic state (solid brown line) [6] overlaid on the COMPASS data. The state is an approximate protonic state and the weights are the squared charges ( 
FIG. 2:
The intrinsic space -shown as a torus -can be reached from any point in laboratory space -shown as the patterned floor. After Juan Maldacena [12] . Letting the floor pattern to be visible through the intrinsic toroidal space is to stress that the intrinsic space should not be considered as just "extra" spatial dimensions like in string theory. Rather the intrinsic space should be likened to a non-spatial, generalized spin space, i.e. no gravitational interaction in the intrinsic space.
left-invariance in the intrinsic configuration space corresponds to local gauge invariance in laboratory space, provided the intrinsic space is unitary. In section VII we give a specific example for U (3) . Since the intrinsic spaces we consider are compact Lie groups, the potentials in the Hamiltoniae are required to be periodic functions of the dynamical variables that parametrize the configu-ration variables. In section XI we show how this opens for the introduction of Bloch phase factor degrees of freedom known from solid state physics. In sections XII and XIII we describe the spectrum for the centrifugal term of the Laplacian and the intermingling of colour and flavour in the case of U (3). In section XIV we describe predictions of neutral pentaquarks. In section XVI we derive an approximate proton spin structure function. In section XVIII A we discuss the electroweak mixing angle in comparison with Standard Model descriptions. In section XIX we solve exactly for eigenvalues of a particular Hamiltonian on U (3) which we used to describe baryon spectra of neutral electric charge and neutral flavour, i.e. neutral electric charge members of the N and ∆ spectrum. For electrically charged partners one needs to expand on a bases that exploits the Bloch phase degrees of freedom. In fig. 3 we show results from an approximate solution. We have only recently found a basis for charged states which can be integrated to exact analytical results and have not yet carried through all the integrals for the Rayleigh-Ritz method in this case. The main problem is the increasing number of terms, up to 144 terms in one integral. One may fear that this would lead to a too slow processing when diagonalizing the Hamiltonian to get the resulting eigenvalues. But this is not the case. All integrals can be expressed as sums of Kronecker delta-like factors which are rapidly evaluated. The main problem is rather banal: to get all the signs of the different terms correct! The reader may wonder why we are not satisfied with solving the integrals numerically. The answer is twofold: Numerical solutions are exceedingly slow to carry through. Numerical solutions will therefore never be able to reach the accuracy we want. For instance we have found the neutron to proton mass shift by an approximate base used also for constructing fig. 3 . We find m n − m p m p = 0.13847(14)%.
This compares rather well with the value calculated from the neutron and proton masses which are known experimentally with eight significant digits 2 m n − m p m p | exp = 0.1378420(13)%.
The discrepancy is small but of principal importance which is why we need exact integrals in the RayleighRitz solution that we aim for. A solution that is more direct and potentially much more accurate than the otherwise successful (lattice) quantum field theory calculations from separately handled QCD and QED contributions within the Standard Model [15, 16] .
FIG. 3:
Neutral flavour baryon spectra. The boxes represent baryons observed with certainty [14] . The box widths represent the uncertainty in mass pole peak, not resonance widths, which are much larger. The lines are our approximate predictions [7, 8] based on Slater determinants constructed from solutions to a one-dimensional case (144) as shown in fig. 9 .
II. CHOICE OF COORDINATE SYSTEM
The description of a quantum state ψ is based on configuration variables like position x, spin S, occupation number n or e.g. phase angle θ. For the parametrization of a configuration variable one needs a coordinate system where the coordinates become the parameters on which an operational theory can be formulated.
3 A well known example is the Schrödinger equation for the hydrogen atom
Here the configuration variable x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) parametrizes into three coordinates x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , the values of which depend on the choice of the coordinate system. The first term in the Hamiltonian is usually called the kinetic term by the analogyp = −i ∇ between the quantum momentum operatorp and the classical momentum p which enters the kinetic energy T = being the squared distance from a center charge +e (the proton in the hydrogen atom) to a negative charge −e (representing the electron of reduced mass m). Both terms are independent on the orientation of the coordinate system and we say that the potential has radial symmetry. This means that we would expect the state ψ(x) to be independent on coordinate rotations, i.e.
with rotation matrix, e.g.
for a rotation through an angle β about the z-axis. If however a direction in space is singled out by the presence of e.g. a magnetic field, one is able to observe the phenomenae of orbital and intrinsic angular momentum (spin), which influence the energy eigenvalues E in (3). But let us first take a look again at the interpretation p = −i ∇. It corresponds to a definition of the momentum form dψ [17, 18] 
where in the last expression we introduce Einstein's summation convention to make a sum over repeated indices understood. To read off the momentum component p j from the state ψ at point x we let dψ act in an orthonormal base (e 1 , e 2 ,
Here we used
with Kronecker delta, δ ij = 1 for i = j and zero otherwise.
As an example of using (6) let us consider a plane wave
normalized over one de Broglie wavelength λ = h/p in all three dimensions. Inserting (9) in (7) we get
which corresponds to the usual operator identification in quantum mechanicsp
of the momentum operatorp j operating on the state ψ with momentum expectation value [19] 
The introduction of the momentum form (7) in the case of a euclidean space with orthonormal base may seem as a mathematical abstraction adding no new information. However, the definition (6) is essential when we enter the realm of a Lie group configuration space. There one has to introduce a base varying from point to point -following the curvature in the intrinsic space. It is therefore of interest to see that the formalism using differential forms (6) gives well-known results in the simple case (10) .
The strength of the formalism shows if one considers quantum mechanics on curved spaces or more specifically, smooth manifolds. Then one has to rely on local coordinate systems, defined from maps of the manifold to a euclidean space but with globally defined concepts like coordinate fields and coordinate forms. Let us consider a real smooth manifold M of dimension m. Let M be embedded in R k , k ≥ m, see fig. 4 . In the neighbourhood of each point u ∈ M ⊂ R k there exists a smooth map
This map can be used to induce a local base ∂ ∂xj in the tangent space T M u to M at u by the definition
where {e j } constitutes an orthonormal base for R m .
III. FIRST QUANTIZATION
The conjugacy of the coordinate forms dx j to the coordinate fields ∂ ∂xj expressed in (8) carries the characteristic commutation relations between conjugate variables naturally into the formalism. Thus
both express the basic relation of first quantization. As another example of using (6), let us consider a state ψ on an intrinsic three dimensional torus which we shall denote U 0 (3). Here the configuration variable u can be parametrized by three angles θ j ∈ R as, see fig The map x from U 0 (3) to (iR) 3 in this case is the inverse exponential, i.e.
To find the induced base, we need the differential of the exponential mapping. This can be found by using the matrix expansion for the image of a matrix A ∈ Gl(3, C)
and rewriting temporarily the result as a vector function P with nine coordinates
Here P ij is the ij'th element of exp A. Each coordinate is a function of the nine elements A lm of A
The differential d exp will then be a nine by nine matrix
Taking the differential at the origo A = 0, we get the identity d exp = 1. For points in our torus U 0 (3) in (16), we have in particular
and the matrix in (21) taken at origo ∼ A = 0, u = 1 will be singular with only three non-zero elements, namely
The singularity is expected since we embedded the original (iR) 3 in C 9 . We can restrict ourselves to three essential 4 variables in (20) , i.e.
In other words, we can reduce the expression for the differential to a three by three matrix
from which we induce the basis ∂ j | e , j = 1, 2, 3 for the tangent space T M e at the origo e = exp i0
Traditionally this basis is also signified as
We can even represent ∂ j | e by a matrix
where the iT j s are generators of the torus U 0 (3) (which is an abelian Lie group)
(29) For u ∈ U 0 (3), we have
from which follows
In the general case, when u = e and the generators iT k may not even be abelian, one introduces left-invariant coordinate fields
This expression can be used for any Lie group, be it abelian or non-abelian with commuting or noncommuting generators iT k . Using the generators one can introduce coordinates α k ∈ R to parametrize any Lie group by writing its elements u as
The coordinate form dα k is conjugate to the coordinate field ∂ k , i.e.
The possibility of an unambiguous global conjugacy in (34) is the basis for a consistent quantization on intrinsic Lie group configuration spaces, cf. (15) . It remains to figure out which Lie groups could be of interest to Nature. An obvious association goes to the gauge groups U (1), SU (2), SU (3) of the fundamental quantum interactions known from the standard model of particle physics. But as we shall see in sec. VII, U (3) offers itself as an appropriate "mother space" from which the others project under specific conditions.
IV. MOMENTUM TRANSFORMATION
Before we present gauge transformations in section V, we want to finish our description of the choice of coordinate system at the point where the state ψ is read off in laboratory space R 3 . As an example we consider an intrinsic state ψ with configuration variable u ∈ U 0 (3). We want to apply the momentum form dψ u at a point x in laboratory space 5 R 3 . We define intrinsic momenta π j in the local, intrinsic base by (c.f. eq. (7)) (35) with momentum dimension corresponding to a length scale a in laboratory space R 3 . In a fixed base at x ∈ R 3 we read off momenta π j (e) by
To fix the scale a in (35) one needs to know the energy scale Λ = c/a of the phenomenae that one wants to describe. For instance relating a to the classical electron radius r e = e 2 /(4π 0 m e c 2 ) by πa = r e (37) and using the projection
for a full U (3) intrinsic configuration space, gives satisfactory descriptions of the electron to proton mass ratio [6] and of the baryon spectrum, see figure 3 [8] .
To see how these momenta transform with the choice of intrinsic configuration variable u, we exploit the fact that the coordinate fields ∂ j on the manifold are left-invariant as expressed in (32) . Rewriting (35) we get
(39) Summing up we have the transformation property
The result (40) is not dependent on the intrinsic space being abelian, only on using left-translated coordinate fields (32) and on the differential being linear. We shall see in (57) that using left-invariant coordinate fields on the intrinsic configurations corresponds to requiring local gauge invariance in laboratory space.
V. LOCAL GAUGE TRANSFORMATIONS
When the intrinsic momenta
5 We distinguish dimensionless mathematical spaces R m from the dimensionfull coordinate, laboratory space R 3 .
FIG. 6:
Playing ducks and drakes. A stone is thrown at a small angle to a water surface. The horizontal line is the water surface to represent the intrinsic space. The stone (greyblue) excites waves that are interpreted as field excitations in the point hit by the stone along its direction of flight. The stone may hit the surface several times in one process even in the case of no gravity. This would correspond to multiple scattering on quarks or gluons in the proton with a curved intrinsic configuration space.
and
are read off from a state ϕ at laboratory space points x and x respectively by
the origo e| x of the intrinsic configuration space may be induced from a coordinate system at x rotated, translated and/or boosted with respect to that chosen at x. If the system represented by the state ϕ is not dependent on such changing coordinate choices, we are led to local gauge invariance for the formulation of its dynamics. To see this we consider the kinetic term π † j π j of some Hamiltonian. We want
independently on the choice of a local phase factor e iθ(x) on ϕ. For θ(x) = θ = constant, this implies
we can express the requirement (45) as
and use the left-invariance of the coordinate fields
to get
In particular we may choose u = e in (51) which shows that the configuration variable u , and thus u, must be unitary. For independence on local phase choices
we again consider the kinetic term
The term on the right hand side will pick up derivatives of the phase θ(x). In order to get an invariant formulation one therefore generalizes the derivative ∂ j to
with the gauge fields A j transforming according to
The generalized kinetic term then reads
and the invariance is expressed as
with
for the transformation of the generalized derivative in (54).
VI. SECOND QUANTIZATION
Imagine a scalar state ϕ with intrinsic configuration variable u. In section IV we saw how to read off intrinsic momenta π j (u) by applying dϕ to a basis 
Reading off intrinsic momenta at different laboratory space points x and x corresponds to generating conjugate fields π(x) and π(x ). We take this as the origin of second quantization: Read-offs of intrinsic variables are independent when done at different laboratory space points x. Below we unfold the details of this conception. From the commutators
in (15), we introduce raising and lowering operators in a coordinate representation (see pp. 182 in [19] , see also appendix B in [7] )
to rewrite the momentum component operators aŝ
Note that a without a hat, is the length scale introduced in (35) and (38) for the projection from the intrinsic, toroidal coordinates to laboratory space.
To cast the idea of field generation by momentum readoff into a covariant framework, we consider the timedependent edition of the Schrödinger equation
where the Hamiltonian is
with the Laplacian in a polar decomposition [28] 
for unitary configuration spaces U (N ) with N toroidal degrees of freedom.
Here the "Jacobian" of the parametrization, the van de Monde determinant, is given by 6 , see p. 197 in [21] 
and the off-diagonal generators S ij and M ij are given by [28] [21] .
where E ij in an N ×N matrix representation is the matrix with element ij equal to 1 and all other elements are zero.
For the operators E ij we have the commutation relations
For our most interesting case, N = 3, the Laplacian reads in a more convenient notation
where the S k s and the M k s, k = 1, 2, 3 commute as
and (65) . We note that the S k s commute as intrinsic coordinate angular momenta as known from intrinsic coordinate systems in nuclear physics, see e.g. p. 87 in ref. [23] . The polar decomposition in (69) is analogous to the euclidean Laplacian in polar coordinates
for instance used in solving the hydrogen atom. The stationary Schrödinger equation on U (3)
with intrinsic potential inspired by Manton's action from lattice gauge theory [24] 
where [25] w
can be solved from a factorization of the wavefunction into a torodial part τ and an off-toroidal part Υ
The off-toroidal degrees of freedom can be integrated out by a factorization of the measure [26, 27] . This yields a total potential
w(θ j ) (76) for the minimal value 4 of (S 2 + M 2 )/ 2 and the periodic potential w(θ) given in (74) . The fractional factor 1 3 in the centrifugal term comes from exploiting the symmetry cos pθ 1 cos pθ 2 cos pθ 3 sin qθ 1 sin qθ 2 sin qθ 3 cos rθ 1 cos rθ 2 cos rθ 3 (81) for electrically charged states. These basis can be integrated analytically wherefore accurate eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian can be found, see section XIX.
VII. THE CASE FOR U (3)
The Lie group U (3) has nine generators which can be related to nine kinematic generators from laboratory space R 3 , namely the three momentum operators which correspond to the three toroidal generators T j , j = 1, 2, 3, the three rotation operators which correspond to the three intrinsic angular momentum operators S j and finally the three Laplace-Runge-Lenz operators which correspond to the three "mixing" operators M j .
Let us therefore consider the particular case for N = 3 [29] , where the potential in (64) is time-independent and depends only on the toroidal angles of U (3). We factorize the time-independent wavefunction Ψ into a toroidal part τ and an off-toroidal part Υ analogous of the radial part and the spherical harmonics introduced in solving the hydrogen atom, i.e. we write
In that way the measure-scaled, time-dependent wave function Φ(u, t) = JΨ(u, t) for a time-independent, toroidally symmetric potential
In (83) we scaled the time projection by the same length scale a as we used for the space projections (38) and thus define for the toroidal "time angle" θ 0 to be determined by
where t is the time parameter in spacetime and c is the speed of light in empty space. Further, the time derivative corresponds to the time coordinate field generator
where Λ = c/a is the energy scale related to the length scale a involved in the projection (38) to laboratory space. We can generalize this to suit the left-invariance in (49) such that forũ = e iθ0T0 u we have
with the generator iT 0 and corresponding time form dθ 0 fulfilling dθ 0 (∂ 0 ) = 1. In that way the dynamics inherent in the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (63) 
Embedding in a product U (1) ⊗ U (3) with the time dimension separated from the intrinsic configuration space U (3) allows for time not to be a dynamical quantum variable [30] and at the same time to have a four-dimensional formulation of the fields in spacetime projection.
We now consider projections along the torus
where we define
with the three iT j as the toroidal generators of U (3), seen in a 3 × 3 matrix representation in (29) and θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 ). The space projection dR for R -which would result from using the definition in (6) and lead to the momentum components in (59) -is then replaced by the spacetime projection
If we want to project the structure inherent in the solution R on a given base at a particular event in the Minkowski spacetime we must consider the directional derivative at a fixed base {iT µ }, i.e.
From the left-invariance (49) and (87) of the coordinate fields ∂ µ , µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 we have
where the latter expression uses (92) and
From the pull-back
given by
we also have the directional derivative using (94)
We
and get for the phase factor
with ω = E and k = p.
In the pull-back (96) we have used the coordinate fields as induced base
where {e µ } is a base in the parameter space, i. e. a base at the event in Minkowski space, see eq. (14) and fig. 4 where the manifold M in the present case could be U (1) ⊗ U (3), the inverse map x −1 = exp and the complex-valued function f would be the measure-scaled wavefunction R introduced in (83) .
For the mapping between spacetime and the torus, we have in particular the following corresponding bases
and can write at each event x
with contravariant spacetime coordinates x µ and covariant base and with Einsteins summation convention as throughout. For the induced base {iT µ } at the origo e = I in the 4D torus we may choose a representation as in (88) 
With matrix multiplication and trace-taking as metric among the iT µ s this corresponds to that of the e µ s with scalar products
from a metric tensor with non-zero components g 00 = 1, g 11 = g 22 = g 33 = −1. We get accordingly
We see that the generators {iT µ } carry the Minkowski metric intrinsically. Thus as
we likewise have
One may want to check joggling indices for the Minkowski base (106) with the base vectors visible like in the following example for the scalar product x µ y µ written as
Here we used that the metric tensor g µν is symmetric in µν.
VIII. GENERATION OF A QUANTUM FIELD
We now return to the interpretation of momentum components as directional derivatives in (97). By comparison with (94), we infer intrinsic momenta
Using (62) and (97) we have for a fixed basis projection to space
We interpret (110) as Fourier components of a conjugate momentum field
to be excited at the spacetime coordinate x where the intrinsic momenta are read off according to (109). We incorporated the 1/ √ 2 prefactor on the annihilation and creation operators into the standard normalization of the momentum field and omitted a factor −i /a. The above expansion compares closely with standard expressions in the construction of quantum fields [31, 32] . Note only, thatâ andâ † have same sign phase factors e ikx . Still, as we shall see, we get a standard propagator.
If we uphold the canonical relatioṅ
where 'dot' represents derivation with respect to time t, we get for the field φ conjugate to the momentum field π, that
(113) According to (110), this field is meant to act on the Fock space spanned by the pulled back solutions R * for the toroidal part of the wavefunction in (83) For (113) to represent a useful expression on which to build a quantum field theory, we must check that we can get a standard expression for the free propagator as on pp. 156 in [31] ∆
where |0 > is the vacuum state and T is Wick's time ordering prescription
expressed by the help of the Heaviside step function
We follow Lancaster and Blundell. For this, we first rewrite (113) to get
(117) The annihilation operatorâ gives 0 on the vacuum state |0 > and thus
To get < 0|φ(x) we exchange y with x and k with k in (118) and take the conjugate to get
we have for the first term of (115)
in the time-ordered expression. Exploiting the delta function to do the d 3 k integral gives
Calculation of the second term < 0|φ † (y)φ(x)|0 > in the time-ordered expression is done similarly. Still following Lancaster and Blundell we consider
From this we get
and use the trick of variable change x → y, k → k and conjugation to get
(125) Putting together (125) and (124) and integrating over k , we get
For the propagator (114) we then get the expression
This is identical to Lancaster and Blundell, see p. 158 in [31] . The order among x and y in the propagator phases originates in the transformation byũ −1 in (97). In other words, it depends on the orientation chosen, when parametrizing the toroidal angles in U (1) ⊗ U 0 (3). The choice is a convention, and we suggest that once a choice has been made for particle creation the opposite choice should be identified with antiparticle creation. The consistency of this interpretation is supported by the standard expression for the propagator in (127).
From here on the machinery of standard quantum field theory takes over -in so far as projections from intrinsic dynamics are needed to derive observable phenomenology as is the case e.g. in scattering processes among particles in laboratory space. On the other hand, from the intrinsic viewpoint, we should exploit the possibility to derive relations from the intrinsic conception where spacetime projections are not needed, e.g. in baryon mass spectroscopy from (158) -or in other relations concerning the concept of mass where it can be related to intrinsic structure like in section XVIII.
IX. SPINOR COEFFICIENTS
Next we discuss the spin part. Anthony Duncan [33] derives -from general considerations of covariance under transformations of the homogeneous Lorentz group -the following expression for a local covariant field of any spin j and Lorentz representation
Here the u spinor coefficient function for spin σ is
where < ABa b |jσ > are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and
with rotation generators J j and boost generators K j for the homogeneous Lorentz group and with boost parameter ξ determined by cosh ξ =
m . See also Steven Weinberg pp. 230 in [32] . We should be able to use similar definitions as in (130) to decouple our S and M algebras in two mutually commuting su(2) algebras
(131) since our S k s and M k s share commutation algebra
(132) with the generators J j and K j from the homogeneous Lorentz group
Our S k s correspond to the J k s apart from a sign change in our S k s reflecting their role as intrinsic, body fixed, angular momentum operators (see e.g. p. 87 in [23] ). The procedure of decoupling the algebras corresponds to the off-toroidal part Υ in (75) being factorizable into
where α j and β j , j = 1, 2, 3 (being complicated functions of α 4 , · · · , α 9 ) parametrize Lie groups SU A (2) and SU B (2) generated by {A j } and {B j } respectively.
We have called the set {M j } an intrinsic edition of the boosts from the Lorentz algebra. We have also likened them to components of a Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector [8] -Whichever association one prefers, it is essential to note that the structural information in Υ is blurred when Φ is represented by dR in spacetime in stead of by the full dΦ. When one inserts the spinors (129) from the rotation and boost algebra of spacetime, the structural details from the intrinsic spin and Laplace-Runge-Lenz algebra will be lost -mainly because the intrinsic configuration space is not a linear vector space but rather a curved manifold with a Lie algebra. Thus a full-fledged spacetime quantum field can only be an approximate representation of the intrinsic dynamics carried by Φ = RΥ. The remaining details will have to be described by possibly adding higher order terms to a spacetime Lagrangian in such a way that the higher order terms can emulate the curved structure of the configuration manifold. However, it is our conjecture that the most important terms are already secured by the equivalence of the exponential mapping between algebra and intrinsic group configuration manifold and the exponential expansion inherent in the Feynman rules of quantum field theory, most clearly expressed in the path integral formulation of the transition kernel [34] 
(135) from spacetime point (x 0 , t 0 ) to (x 1 , t 1 ) under the influence of the action S of the Lagrangian density along possible trajectories x(t).
Lagrangians of free fields correspond to the linear approximations based on the algebra as opposed to the group structure which in spacetime projections manifests itself as higher order interaction terms. We think this to be in line with Steven Weinberg's considerations in the following citation: "...there began to be doubts whether the quantum field theory of the Standard Model was truly a fundamental theory or just the first term in an effective field theory in which there appears every possible interaction allowed by symmetries, the nonrenormalizable as well as the renormalizable ones, perhaps an effective field theory that arises from a deeper underlying theory that might not even be a quantum field theory at all. Of course I'm thinking here about string theory, but that's not the only possibility...". After these considerations, however, Weinberg ends by a "renewed optimism for quantum field theory as part of a description of nature at the most fundamental level". [35] . Our point is exactly this: The intrinsic configuration space limits the structure as to which quantum fields will actually come to life in laboratory space. But once they live in laboratory space, they can be handled by quantum field theory.
X. INTRINSIC VARIABLE
We distinguish between intrinsic and interior. Interior refers to something inside a certain spacetime region; the region may be of finite or infinite size but not pointlike (a point has no interior). Interior variables might be positions of the electrons and the nucleus "inside" an atom. Here the positions of the electrons relative to the nucleus (and to each other) are interior variables of the system and serve as configuration variables based on which one may formulate a dynamical theory like the Schrödinger equation in non-relativistic quantum mechanics. However, being variables in spacetime, such position variables are subject to the rules of the general theory of relativity and one has therefore been forced to seek a coexistence between quantum mechanics and relativity, i.e. quantum field theory to get a proper description (so far restricted to quantum mechanics and the special theory of relativity). Intrinsic variables on the other hand are variables in an intrinsic space not affected by gravity. The intrinsic space should therefore not be likened to extra spacetime dimensions as in string theory. In stead, the intrinsic space should be thought of as "orthogonal" to spacetime. In other words, an intrinsic configuration space like U (3) as introduced in sec. VII is thought to be excitable at every spacetime point P as illustrated in fig. 2 . One might liken this excitability in every point to an effective mean field theory, but as dynamics can be defined and treated in the intrinsic space to yield particle resonance spectra without reference to field theory, we prefer to consider the idea of intrinsic configuration space as a fundamental outset. We saw in section VI how to generate quantum fields from this outset, if need be (and need definitely exists, e.g. for all kinds of scattering phenomenae, which per construction take place in spacetime). In sections XV, XVI and XVII we shall derive parton distribution functions, spin structure function and magnetic dipole moment for the proton as an application of fields generated from intrinsic configurations. But first we focus on the intrinsic variables and what can be derived from them.
XI. INTRINSIC POTENTIAL -BLOCH PHASES
Let us consider a one-dimensional example of intrinsic dynamics. We let the configuration variable u = e iθ belong to the Lie group U (1), i.e.
where θ is a dynamical variable with the canonical commutation relation
The compact nature of the configuration variable space forces the potential V for a hamiltonian description of such a system to be periodic in the parametrizing variable θ. We take as an example the potential to be half the square of the euclidean measure folded onto the configuration space 7 , i.e.
(138) This is the well-known harmonic oscillator in the intrinsic case, see fig. 7 .
In a dimensionful projection with length scale a, the commutation relation (137) corresponds to
7 I thank Hans Plesner Jacobsen for mentioning this interpretation to me [36] .
FIG. 7:
The intrinsic potential chosen in (138) is a chopped harmonic oscillator, i.e. half the square of the euclidean measure folded onto the intrinsic configuration space, the U (1) circle. The dynamical variable θ projects into laboratory space by introduction of a length scale a in (140) [6] . The compact nature of the configuration space manifests itself in a periodic parametric potential. This opens for Bloch degrees of freedom in the wavefunction (148).
with spatial position and momentum operators respectively
It should be stressed, however, that the momentum operator does not describe momentum in laboratory space. It describes intrinsic momentum. We assume this intrinsic momentum to represent an intrinsic kinetic term for the energy of the system. This term is to be added to the potential energy term to get a Hamiltonian H for the total energy E of the system (in the laboratory rest frame)
described by the complex wavefunction
and an energy scale Λ, which we may relate to the length scale a in the projection (140) by taking
In other words, we look for solutions of the Schrödinger equation
The Hamiltonian in the one-dimensional equation (144) is a particular case of (64) and solutions can be found with methods from solid state physics. For eq. (144) it all boils down to solving the dimensionless equation
with periodic potential w. The dimensionless eigenvalue e i ≡ E/Λ, and we call b i a one-dimensional parametric wavefunction
In mathematical terms, b i is the pull-back of Ψ to parameter space, i.e.
An arbitrary solution to (145) can be written as a Bloch wavefunction [37] 
where κ is real and f has the 2π-periodicity of the potential w κ ∈ R and f (θ + n2π) = f (θ), n ∈ Z.
The solution (148) is the result of a special onedimensional case of Bloch's theorem [37] Bloch's theorem The eigenstate ψ of the one-electron
, where V (r + R) = V (r) for all R in a Bravais lattice 8 , can be chosen to have the form of a plane wave times a function with the periodicity of the Bravais lattice
where
for all R in the Bravais lattice
spanned by the unit cell vectors a 1 , a 2 , a 3 .
9
In solid state physics, the Bloch phases e iκ·r lead to a band structure of alternating allowed energy bands and forbidden energy gaps, see fig. 8 for a one-dimensional case. Each energy band encompasses a number of states for varying values of κ = (κ 1 , κ 2 , κ 3 ) equal to the number of atoms in the actual crystal. The number of states in each band is often huge, of the order of Avogadro's number for a cm 3 volume crystal, and thus in solid state physics κ j is often treated as a continuous variable although in principle it is a discrete variable. For intrinsic quantum mechanics, the "crystal" is truly infinite -the FIG. 8: Reduced zone scheme, see p. 160 in [37] , for the eigenvalues ei of a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator (145) in intrinsic space. The variation of ei with Bloch wave vector κ for the lowest lying levels is exaggerated for clarity.
angular variable θ in (140) is not limited to an interval on the real axis, opposite to the position variable x on a finite crystal lattice. Thus, a priori one would expect κ in (148) to be truly continuous. But that is not at all so. For an intrinsic wavefunction ψ we have to require |ψ(u)| 2 to be single valued in parameter space in order to maintain its probability density interpretation on U (N ), i.e. we can only allow for
where N is the number of toroidal degrees of freedom of the intrinsic space U (N ).
In fig. 8 we show the eigenvalues e i of (145) as a function of a continuous Bloch wave vector κ in a reduced zone scheme. In fig. 9 we show eigenfunctions found by iterative integration based on Sturm-Louiville theory.
XII. QUANTUM NUMBERS FROM THE LAPLACIAN
The off-diagonal degrees of freedom carry quantum numbers via the off-toroidal generators in the Laplacian (65). For our "generic" case (69) , where the configuration variable u ∈ U (3), we have six off-toroidal generators S k , M k , k = 1, 2, 3 with commutation relations
as stated in (70) . The operators S k commute as bodyfixed angular momentum. This gives the well-known eigenvalues [38] 
With the related degrees of freedom being intrinsic, we allow for half odd-integer eigenvalues
With this choice, the Hamiltonian (64) describes fermionic entities. For the case u ∈ U (3) we interpret these to be baryons whereas the case u ∈ U (2) seems to be relevant for leptons. 10 For u ∈ U (3), the spectrum for
needs some algebra to derive [39] . We now give the main steps.
In the intrinsic interpretation the presence of the components of S = (S 1 , S 2 , S 3 ) and M = (M 1 , M 2 , M 3 ) in the Laplacian opens for the inclusion of spin and nonneutral flavour. It can be shown [28] that the components commute with the Laplacian as they should since the Laplacian is a Casimir operator. They also commute with the geodetic potential 1 2 Tr χ 2 , so
for u = e iχ ∈ U (3). Further
Thus we may choose S 2 , S 3 , M 2 as a set of mutually commuting generators which commute with the Hamiltonian H. As just mentioned, the well-known eigenvalues of S 2 and S 3 in (155) derives [38] from the commutation relations (70). Here we choose to interpret S as an interior angular momentum operator and allow for half-integer eigenvalues of S k . The Hamiltonian is independent of the eigenvalue s 3 of S 3 as it should be because there is no preferred direction in the intrinsic space. Instead of choosing eigenvalues of S 3 we may choose I 3 , the isospin 3-component. To determine the spectrum for M 2 , we introduce a canonical body fixed "coordinate" representation, (see pp. 210 in [19] )
The remaining Gell-Mann generators λ 1 , λ 3 , λ 4 , λ 6 , λ 8 are traditionally collected into a quadrupole moment tensor Q, but we need to distinguish between the two diagonal components
and the three off-diagonal components which we have collected into M
The "mixing" operator M is a kind of Laplace-RungeLenz "vector" of our problem, (compare with pp. 236 in [19] ). This is felt already in its commutation relations (70) . We shall see in the end (173) that conservation of M 2 corresponds to conservation of particular combinations of hypercharge and isospin. For the spectrum in projection space we calculate the SU (3) Casimir operator, (compare with pp. 210 in [19] )
We now use the creation and annihilation operators (61) from section VÎ
with commutation relations as before
and we want to settle the interpretation of the two diagonal operators Q 0 and Q 3 . We find
where the number operator
Provided we can interpret Q 2 as a charge operator, this is the well-known Gell-Mann, Ne'eman, Nakano, Nishijima relation between charge, hypercharge and isospin [40] [41] [42] [43] . Inserting (168) in (163) and rearranging, we get
The spectrum of the three-dimensional euclidean isotropic harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian in (164) is wellknown and follows from separation of the variables into three independent one-dimensional oscillators with the spectrum (n i + 1 2 )Λ [44, 45] , see also p. 241 in [19] . If we assume the standard interpretations in (171) with Q 2 as a charge operator, we have a relation among baryonic quantum numbers (y ∼ 3Y / ) from which to determine the spectrum of M 2 / 2 , namely
Since M is hermittean, M 2 must be non-negative. With s = 1 2 , y = 1, i 3 = ± 1 2 as for the nucleon, the lowest possible value for n is 1 (where M 2 = 13 4 ). Instead of (173) we may write
This form is useful for generating baryon spectra as seen in (76) and (77) . This latter edition can be cast into an Okubo-form by choosing a different set of mutually commuting operators. We want to replace the threecomponent of isospin by isospin itself. This is possible because 
and rearrange (175) and (173) to get
Here g 2 3 is an eigenvalue of G 2 3 / 2 , i.e. a single quantum number. For a given value of g 2 3 we may group the spectrum in (177) according to n + y = constant and get the Okubo structure
for the nominator in the centrifugal potential in (69) . Equation (178) is the famous Okubo mass formula that reproduces the Gell-Mann, Okubo, Ne'eman mass relations within the baryon N-octet and ∆-decuplet independently of the values of a , b , c [43, [46] [47] [48] [49] 11 .
11 Due to the θ-dependence in the centrifugal term in (69) the spac-
XIII. FLAVOUR IN COLOUR. SU (N ) IN U (N )
In the present section we investigate the relationship between flavour and colour as seen from the intrinsic viewpoint. We are aware that in the Standard Model these concepts are treated with independent symmetry groups SU f (3) and SU c (3) respectively. The latter is taken as the gauge group of strong interactions whereas the former is an approximate symmetry group inferred from spectroscopic phenomenology. The three colour charges r, g, b (red, green, blue) and six flavours u, d, s, c, b, t (up, down, strange, charm, beauty, top) are ascribed to quark fields which carry both colour and flavour. It is the colour group that is at the basis of baryon interactions, represented by quantum chromo dynamics, QCD in the standard model [14] . The spectroscopic flavour group SU f (3) was instrumental in coming to terms with the concept of quarks. Its most successful prediction was that of the Ω − resonance with triple strangeness [50, 51] .
From section XII we see that a Hamiltonian on U (3) has enough structure to carry both colour, spin and flavour degrees of freedom. We interpret the three toroidal degrees of freedom as colour with generators T j , j = 1, 2, 3. Spin and flavour are carried by the offdiagonal generators of the Laplacian, S k , k = 1, 2, 3 and M k , k = 1, 2, 3 respectively with the flavours intermingled with colour and spin as expressed in (173). In chapter II and VI we saw that taking u ∈ U (3) as intrinsic configuration variable implies local U (3) gauge invariance in laboratory space of the fields projected from the wavefunction Ψ(u).
The flavour group SU f (3) taken at face value predicts many more baryons than are observed. Thus the flavour group has lost some of its spectroscopic relevance 12 . Not so, however, for scattering experiments. In particular the analysis of scattering data from proton-proton collisions as in the large hadron collider, LHC, at CERN, needs detailed information on the up and down quark momentum distributions in the proton -given that these scattering data are interpreted within a Standard Model setting.
To see how flavours come about in connection with scattering, we need to express flavour generators in the colour basis and later to apply these expressions in our ing within higher multiplets will not be the same as for the lowest multiplet. So far only the lowest multiplets have been experimentally confirmed with candidates in all positions. One might undertake the task of calculating higher multiplets within the intrinsic viewpoint and compare with quark model calculations. The most prominent difference, though, has already been demonstrated as a solution to the missing resonance problem in fig. 3 when compared with quark model calculations fig. 15 .5 p. 285 in [14] . Note that the parametric eigenvalues in fig. 8 for higher levels go with the square of the level number whereas ordinary harmonic oscillator levels go linearly. 12 It is still used for a postiori naming of discovered resonances, but not so much for predictions of such resonances.
scheme for reading off intrinsic momenta, see chapter II. We shall find in section XV that
generates respectively u and d quark parton distribution functions from a protonic state. To support more formally these relations we need to consider the various group algebras. Let us consider first the general case SU (N ) in U (N ) 13 . We follow Das and Okubo, see pp. 71 in [42] . The generators of U (N ) may be defined from annihilation and creation operators a † µ and a ν for the N -dimensional harmonic oscillator by
with commutation algebra
with all greek indices running from 1 to N . This algebra is identical to (68) . For SU (N ) one introduces the trace operator
summing over α = 1, · · · N to get the SU (N ) generators
With this definition it becomes clear that the two groups share algebraic structure
because the trace operator X commutes with all the individual X µ ν in A µ ν . For our particular case, SU (3), the diagonal isospin three component operator
will remain common with U (3) whereas other diagonal generators like the charge Q and the hypercharge Y operators
(186) 13 It is deliberate that we do not write SU (N ) ⊂ U (N ) since we want to ascribe different interpretations to some of the generators of the two groups. Note e.g that above we used the SU ((3) Casimir operator to find the spectrum of some of the common generators in the U (3) Laplacian. In that connection we used an SU (3) edition for hypercharge but for the flavour representation in U (3) we shall need a different edition. Secondly U (N ) in itself is related to the configuration variable and thus contains all the nine degrees of freedom in the dynamical model whereas SU (3) is used for spectroscopic multiplet organization. Although the SU (3) multiplets follow naturally from the U (3) Laplacian they are not exact algebraic reproductions of the U (3) spectra as mentioned in the note on (178).
as defined by Das and Okubo, (p. 221 in [42] ) will contain the characteristic fraction 1/3 for SU (3) in (183). These fractions of 1/3 are carried into the quark fractional charge units according to the charge operator mentioned by Das and Okubo as the Gell-Mann-Nakano-Nishijima formula
By comparing (186) with (179) we infer the U (3) identifications for "flavour in colour"
This identification works well for the proton as it yields seemingly correct parton distribution functions, proton spin function and proton magnetic moment, see sections XV, XVI and XVII. To what extent it generalizes to strange baryons remains to be investigated.
XIV. NEUTRAL PENTAQUARK PREDICTIONS
In the summer of 2015, LHCb announced unexpected narrow baryon resonances interpreted as hidden charm charged pentaquarks, P + c (4380) and P + c (4450) [52] . The observed resonances fell in the neighbourhood of our predictions for singlet neutral flavour resonances [7, 8] near the open charm threshold, see table I -only our prediction concerns electrically neutral states which can be calculated accurately from expansions of the measure-scaled wavefunction R on a base set f 0 pqr = cos pθ 1 cos pθ 2 cos pθ 3 cos qθ 1 cos qθ 2 cos qθ 3 cos rθ 1 cos rθ 2 cos rθ 3 ,
where p, q, r are integer p = 0, 1, 2, · · · , q = p + 1, p + 2, , · · · , r = q + 1, q + 2, · · · . The set (189) is equivalent to the set (80) except it does not invite period-doubling to decrease the individual level energies whereby it would inflict charge creating topological changes. We call such states neutral flavour neutral charge singlets. Even though one would not expect them to have charged partners, anyhow they seem to couple to neighbouring "ordinary" neutral flavour resonances of isospin 1 2 . For instance we consider N (1440), N (1535) and N (1650) to be the result of a mixing of a singlet Φ 135 and two doublets Φ 125 and Φ 134 . We suppose the observed charged pentaquarks are such mixing partners of neutral pentaquarks which should show up around the energies listed in the four bottom lines of table I. Another interesting singlet state is Φ 137 which corresponds to the state at 2051 MeV in table I. Such a state lies in a "desert" area which implies weaker coupling to neighbouring resonances. It is therefore interesting to note that no clear, electrically charged N resonance is observed in this area whereas a neutral charge resonance N (2040) has been observed [53] . Since the partial wave analysis establishing the baryon resonances naturally must rely on charged particles -because these are the easiest to observe -a lone neutral charge resonance cannot be expected to be granted a four star status in the Particle Data Group listings. We therefore encourage the search for neutral pentaquarks P 0 c around the energies 4228, 4499, 4652, 4723 MeV listed at the bottom of table I. We have previously suggested to look for such resonances in [7] and had the opportunity to discuss the possibilities at LHCb with Sheldon S. Stone at the EPS-HEP 2015 conference in Vienna. Our immediate suggestion of looking at invariant mass in pπ − spectra would drown in the background at LHCb 14 . Later I asked about another possibility
see fig. 10 . But neutrons are elusive in accelerator experiment detectors, so instead Sheldon Stone suggested the following channel Other ways to look for neutral charge, neutral flavour baryon singlets could be as narrow resonances in photoproduction on neutrons and in π − p scattering. (80) . The first column shows eigenvalues of from an approximate Hamiltonian [7, 8] and the third column shows eigenvalues of the exact equation (78) . The toroidal labels refer to the band labels used to construct Slater determinants of three one-dimensional states picked from the reduced zone "tower" shown in fig. 8 . A singlet 579-like resonance is predicted at 4499 MeV in the free charm system Σ + c (2455)D − slightly above its threshold at 4324 MeV. The rest masses are predicted from a common fit of the nucleon ground state 939.6 MeV to the ground state 4.38 of (72) resp. (78) with no period doublings [7] .
Singlet
Toroidal Singlet Rest mass approximate [7, 8] 
XV. PARTON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
Parton distributions derive from a probability amplitude interpretation of the external derivative of the wavefunction taken along specific generators T = a 1 T 1 + a 2 T 2 +a 3 T 3 (91) with the three colour generators T j given as in (28) and (36) by
are parametric momentum operators. To unfold this we factorized the wavefunction into a toroidal part τ and an off-torus part Υ to get Ψ(u) = τ Υ. With the measurescaled toroidal wavefunction R = Jτ in (84) the exterior derivative expanded on torus forms dθ j with colour components c j reads
as in (6) [17] . The colour components transform according to the fundamental representation of SU (3) [6] as follows from (40) . At a given point u they are extracted by the colour generators ∂ j which act as left-invariant vector fields, thus
(194) In particular along a track θiT we have
We get the total quark probability amplitude as a sum over these components, i.e. for a derivative along the track generated by θiT [6]
Here we used the chain rule and R * is the pull-back (96) of R to parameter space.
When a momentum fraction xP is read off from the system, it means that the device reading off this momentum leaves the interaction zone with momentum change (1 − x)P such that momentum conservation holds. The device doing the read-off is typically an impacting particle like the electron in deep inelastic scattering and the electron momentum in the end is registered in the detector. To determine the relation between the toroidal angle θ and the momentum fraction x in the intrinsic dynamics, we used a derivation inspired by Alessandro Bettini [6, 54] . Citing ourselves: "Imagine a proton at rest with four-momentum P = (0, E 0 ). We boost it virtually to energy E by impacting upon it a massless four-momentum q = (q, E − E 0 ) which we assume to hit a parton xP . After impact the parton represents a virtual mass xE. Thus
from which we get the parton momentum fraction x = 2E0 E+E0 , or the boost parameter [6] 
The boost q µ ∼ E − E 0 , see fig. 11 , corresponds to (1 − x)E ∼ (1 − x)T in the directional derivative. In other words, boosting with ∼ (1 − x)T we probe on xP . With ξ 15 and x inversely related we identify θT = πξT 15 Note that ξ is not the same boost as in (129).
FIG. 11:
Boosting a proton with massless momentum q by scattering on a parton of momentum xP where P is the proton momentum and x the parton momentum fraction.
and get the corresponding distribution function f T (x) determined by squaring the sum of probability amplitudes over colour
We did this [6] for the toroidal part of the wavefunction for a first order approximation 
where the directional derivative from (196) is given by
and the generators T u and T d for the flavour directional derivatives are intermingled with the three colour generators as seen in (179)
Equation (179) linear relation between flavour and colour variables. The colour generators are conjugate to continuous dynamical toroidal angular variables (192). The well-known discrete quantum numbers of spectroscopic flavour multiplet grouping of baryons, on the other hand, is mapped via the Lie algebra structure from the Laplacian (65) as seen from the Okubo-like mass relation (178).
XVI. PROTON SPIN STRUCTURE FUNCTION
From the intrinsic point of view the proton is an entire, indivisible object. We do not consider the spin to be a combination of three independent constituent quark spins. This means that the usual parton model expressions [55] for quark distributions q = q(x) q = q ↑ +q ↓ and ∆q = q ↑ −q ↓
have q ↓= 0 such that
withq(x) = 0 would simplify to Now, we consider colour and flavour to be intermingled as seen in (179). For the unpolarized flavour distribution functions we summed over colour components in the derivative D in (197). For the polarized case, however, the spin 1 2 parton scattering is along a specific flavour and colour degree of freedom. We therefore average the flavour distributions over the three colours to get spin distributions. Thus the spin structure function is a sum of the two distributions (201) averaged in colour and weighted by their corresponding interaction strengths, e 2 q . The resulting spin structure function reads
This expression provides the curve in figs. 14 and 1. It should be stressed that (206) contains no fitting parameters -not even a normalization to fit the data. The normalization constant N is set by restricting the measurescaled wavefunction (200) to [0, π] 3 . Thus
which settles N 2 = individually integrable in the full parameter space [−2π, 2π] 3 suitable for the period doubling in the wavefunction. With the proton state expanded on this (incomplete) set for p = 0, 1, 2, · · · P −1, q = 1, 2, 3, · · · P, r = p+1, · · · P we get for P = 15 with 1800 base functions the dimensionless ground state eigenvalue E p /Λ = 4.41 close to the value 4.46 found by expansion on Slater determinants from solutions to the one-dimensional Scchrödinger equation (145). Another integrable protonic base can be constructed from the g pqr s in (81) and their complex conjugate.
XVII. PROTON MAGNETIC MOMENT
We distribute quark masses m u and m d to constitute the proton mass m p as
where the quark masses are found by integrating the flavour distributions (201)
(210) With quark magnetic moments µ q and the nuclear magneton µ N given by
we find from the constituent quark model expression [56] 
the following result for the proton magnetic dipole moment
The result agrees with the experimental result [13] µ p,exp = 2.792847356 (23) 
within half a percentage. Note that the state (200) used for generating the flavour distributions is only a first approximation. For the neutron we would distribute the mass as m n = m u + 2m d and use [56] 
3 µ u to get the neutron magnetic dipole moment µ n = −2.187 · · · µ N . This compares less well with the experimental result [13] µ n,exp = −1.9140427(5)µ N because the neutron magnetic dipole moment is more sensitive to the d-quark distribution and the d-quark distribution is less accurately derived from the approximate state (200), see fig. 12 . We urge for a more accurate calculation for a protonic state expanded on
with g pqr s from (81) in stead of the approximate state (200) from which the parton distributions in (12) are derived.
XVIII. ELECTROWEAK MIXING
The aim of unifying the electromagnetic interactions with weak interactions into one, common electroweak U (2) gauge field theory, was carried through via the introduction of the Higgs mechanism [57] [58] [59] [60] with its Higgs field φ to mediate the necessary spontaneous symmetry break among the four gauge fields, the massless photon γ known from electrodynamics and three massive, intermediate vector bosons W ± and Z supposed to undertake the weak interactions. We have exemplified the symmetry break by the neutron to proton decay and used that decay to set the energy scale of the unified electroweak interactions [8] . We shall here discuss the different masses of the four particles related to the four gauge fields. The field particles start out a priori on an equal footing being all massless. In the Standard Model, the symmetry break is handled by accepting two different coupling constants g for a U (1) sector and g for an SU (2) sector. We first present the Standard Model derivation of the respective masses and then present a derivation in subsection XVIII A based on one common coupling constant.
Following pp. 437 in [31] , we start out by half oddinteger phase factor transformations under respectively U (1) and SU (2) transformations in accordance with paired half odd-integer Bloch phase factors in (81) 
is necessary to keep the centrifugal term (77) integrable. With generators of weak hypercharge and isospin transformations chosen respectively as
we maintain the Gell-Mann-Nakano-Nishijima relation among charge, isospin and hypercharge quantum numbers (187) also in the electroweak case
Breaking of invariance under the local a priori U (2) gauge transformation
with generators iτ k /2 ≡ iI k corresponds to an introduction of two separate coupling constants g , g related to the respective generators I 0 = 
The presence of a Higgs potential to shift the vacuum expectation value of φ away from zero generates mass terms for three of four gauge bosons depending on the relative values of g and g. This is seen by applying (221) to the Higgs field expanded around its value
at a minimum of the Higgs potential V H (φ † φ) which in our edition has a constant term in order to fit the intrinsic potential, see fig. 16
The constant term is omitted in the Standard Model edition of the Higgs potential. Then one squares to get the generalized kinetic term contribution (D µ φ) † D µ φ to the Lagrangian of the Higgs field
In the present section we focus on the masses of the particle excitations of the gauge boson fields. We therefore restrict ourselves to mass terms of these
+ kinetic terms + cross terms + Higgs field terms.
Suppressing the Lorentz indices µ on the gauge fields, we write the operation of the fractional U (2) generators I k , k = 0, 1, 2, 3 on the Higgs field as
We want the set of four gauge fields to contain the massless U (1) gauge field A γ of quantum electrodynamics but we have no guarantee that A γ equals the a priori U (1) gauge field B because both generators I 0 and I 3 are diagonal. We thus anticipate a transformation from the a priori fields B, W (3) into spacetime fields Z, A γ given by
B .
(227) The condition on the electroweak mixing angle θ W is that A γ remains massless after the spontaneous symmetry break in accordance with the infinite range of electromagnetic interactions. This requirement puts a constraint on the ratio between the two coupling constants g, g . To find the constraint, we write the mass term coefficient on φ 0 from the diagonal generators in (218) as (gW (3) , g B)
Expressed in the "rotated" fields Z, A γ this means (gW (3) , g B)
From this we read off the Z and A γ field generators
which is fulfilled provided
The electroweak mixing angle θ W remains an ad hoc parameter in the Standard Model which is why the Z (and W ) masses could not be predicted accurately. Given θ W , the Z mass follows from an analogous calculation to that of fixing m γ = 0, i.e.
We namely have in the "lower" component of
To determine the absolute coupling strength g, g we look again at the photon field generator I γ . It couples to I 3 with the strength −g sin θ W and to I 0 with the strength g cos θ W . If we assume both these strengths to equal the elementary unit of charge e characteristic of quantum electro dynamics, we get
where we have chosen a sign convention such that g, g > 0 and sin θ W < 0. With these we get for the Z mass
As for the remaining gauge field components ) on the off-diagonal generators I 1 and I 2 , these are collected into charged boson fields in
which expands on
With these rephrasings similar to p. 248 in [62] , we have
To get the masses of W ± we exploit the isospin algebra
Applied to the Higgs field this yields
(241) and -after some lines of algebra squaring (239) -we get
A. Mixing angle from quark generators
We hint at the origin of the electroweak mixing angle. First we note that calculation of the Z and W masses in (233) and (242) rely on the eigenvalues of their respective generators on the Higgs field in its U (2) representation. In particular we note that the generators (230) do not have a common normalization. To the contrary, they are scaled by different combinations of the coupling constants g, g . In the language of intrinsic quantum mechanics this is a sign of rescaled intrinsic momentum which in the end manifests itself in different masses of the related particles.
We express the I 0 and I 3 of (230) in the equivalent base of T u , T d expressed in the 2-dimensional representation space of the Higgs field, where
and where we suppress the "inactive" second component of the quark generators T 1 and T 3 from (29) to have twodimensional editions of T u and T d from (179)
We then have
We now substitute θ W in (230) by θ ud defined by 
Elsewhere [8, 9] we have suggested how to derive ϕ 0 from fitting the Higgs potential (223) to the intrinsic geodetic potential (73) . There we found
For a fundamental treatment it is not satisfactory to calculate the Z and W masses from fine structure couplings taken at their respective a priori unknown masses. Thus one might treat the problem iteratively. First we might use α e = 1/137.0359... [14] for all fine structure couplings in our formulae to get a first iteration for the mass values. Then we might use sliding scale techniques [9] to evaluate, iteratively, the fine structure coupling at the relevant energy scale. Since the fine structure coupling only changes logarithmically with energy, this iteration quickly converges (in domains where sliding scale makes sense, i. e. at energies high compared to baryonic energy scales). At least the results in (255) and (256) show the consistency of using T u and T d as relevant generators. It is as if the selection of the mixing angle θ W is guided by the fixation of the quark generators from the strong interaction sector. This may be a coincidence but we rather think that it is a consequence of the interrelation between the electroweak and strong interactions as they meet in the neutron to proton decay and in other weak baryonic decays. In our intrinsic conception, the interrelation between strong and electroweak degrees of freedom is shaped specifically by the requirement of paired Bloch phase factors with half odd-integer Bloch wave vectors which select a U (2) subgroup in the baryonic U (3) configuration space. It is this suspicion that guided the Ansatz on cos θ ud in (246). We have likened the action of the generators to momentum read offs in eq. (59) and visualized it in fig. 6 . The larger the momentum of the generator, the larger is the intrinsic mass generated.
XIX. RAYLEIGH-RITZ SOLUTION FOR A TRIGONOMETRIC BASE
We want to find the eigenvalues E of the following equation
which is the full eq. (78) in the main text.
In the Rayleigh-Ritz method [63] one expands the eigenfunction on an orthogonal set of base functions with a set of expansion coefficients, multiply the equation by this expansion, integrates over the entire variable volume and end up with a matrix problem in the expansion coefficients from which a set of eigenvalues can be got. Thus with the approximation
we have the integral equation
The counting variable l in (259) is a suitable ordering of the set of tripples p, q, r in (80) such that we expand on an orthogonal set. The eq. (260) can be interpreted as a vector eigenvalue problem, where a is a vector, whose elements are the expansion coefficients a l . Thus (260) is equivalent to the eigenvalue problem
where the matrix elements of G and F are given by
When the set of expansion functions is orthogonal, (261) implies
from which we get a spectrum of N eigenvalues determined as the set of components of a vector E generated from the eigenvalues of the matrix F −1 G, i.e.
The lowest lying eigenvalues will be better and better determined for increasing values of N in (259). For the base (80) the integrals (262) and (263) can be solved analytically, and as (80) is an educated guess based on the solutions of the one-dimensional problem (145) like the ones shown in fig. 9 , it improves the convergence in N for the general problem in (258) and (264).
The exact expressions to be used in constructing G and F are given below for the base (80) . For r > p, u > s and q, t ≥ 1 we have the following orthogonality relations
Here for a convenient notation we have generalized the Kronecker delta
The Laplacian yields
The result is
3 [δ ps (δ r−q,u−t nn(r + q, u + t) − δ r−q,u+t nn(r + q, u − t)) + δ ps (−δ r+q,u−t nn(r − q, u + t) + δ r+q,u+t nn(r − q, u − t)) + δ pu (δ r−q,s+t nn(r + q, s − t) − δ r−q,s−t nn(r + q, s + t)) + δ pu (−δ r+q,s+t nn(r − q, s − t) + δ r+q,s−t nn(r − q, s + t)) + δ qt (δδ p+r,s+u nn(r − p, u − s) + δδ p+r,u−s nn(r − p, u + s))
where two more shorthand notations have been introduced
The factor nn originates from the following rule [64] π −π sin mx · sin nx
The integrals in (273) pop up after the aforementioned change of variables which exploits the following trigonometric relations cos px cos ry − cos rx cos py = sin nu sin mt + sin mu sin nt,
and cos px sin qy − sin qx cos py = cos nu sin mt − cos mu sin nt, n = p + q, m = p − q.
A. Elementary integrals for matrix elements in the Rayleigh-Ritz method
We solve here exemplar integrals for the trigonometric basis needed to prove the orthogonality relation (266), the expectation value of the geodetic potential (269) and the centrifugal potential (270). First the orthogonality relation for p > 0, q > 0, r > p (p = 0 is left for the reader). With a slight change in notation for the angular variables we seek the scalar product between base functions (80) like
The three-dimensional integral in (276) factorizes into three one-dimensional integrals and using the orthogonality of the trigonometric functions on [−π, π] we readily have
which for p > 0, q > 0, r > p and s > 0, t > 0, u > s reduces to (266). To obtain the expectation value (269) of the geodetic potential we use the same kind of factorization together with the following list of elementary integrals
For the Laplacian and for the centrifugal potential we make another slight change in notation for our angular variables and rewrite our base functions (80) as a sum of subdeterminants f pqr (x, y, z) = cos px cos py cos pz sin qx sin qy sin qz cos rx cos ry cos rz = cos pz sin qx sin qy cos rx cos ry − sin qz cos px cos py cos rx cos ry + cos rz cos px cos py sin qx sin qy .
For the Laplacian we then get terms like 
Again the integral for the expectation value factorizes into one-dimensional integrals where the orthogonality of the trigonometric functions can be exploited to obtain (268). For the centrifugal term the three-dimensional integral does not readily factorize. We need a change of variables which suits the mixing of the variables in the denominators. Due to the arbitrary labelling of our angles we have
With f pqr f stu = cos px cos py cos pz sin qx sin qy sin qz cos rx cos ry cos rz cos sx cos sy cos sz sin tx sin ty sin tz cos ux cos uy cos uz ,
we can use subdeterminant expressions in to get e.g. a factor 3δ qt π from the z-integration of the term involving the two sines while the product of the two corresponding subdeterminants is used for a shift of variables, see below. We have cos px cos py cos rx cos ry cos sx cos sy cos ux cos uy = (cos px cos ry − cos rx cos py)(cos sx cos uy − cos ux cos sy) 
Since both nominator and denominator in (287) are trigonometric functions we can exploit their periodicity to enlarge the domain of integration and make a shift of variables to w and v. An integration over the original domain is namely half the value of an integration over the enlarged domain in fig. 15 , thus
where w = x + y and v = x + y.
The factor 1 2 in the second expression is just from the change of coordinates dw du = 2dxdy and the domain of integration is still not enlarged, but limited by piecewise linear functions v 1 and v 2 . In the third expression then we double the area of integration to lift the coupling between w and v . In the last expression we just rescale our variables to suit our needs in (289).
With the coordinate transformations we can use (273) to get the final result
which is a specific example of the general result (270).
XX. FUTURE EXPERIMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS
On neutral pentaquarks, proton radius, precise Higgs mass, Higgs self-couplings, Higgs couplings to gauge bosons, beta decay neutrino mass and dark energy to baryon ratio.
We give just a short report on results from the intrinsic view that may show up in future experiments.
In section XIV we suggested to look for neutral electric charge neutral flavour baryon singlets, see table I. From a quark model perspective such states would be interpreted as neutral pentaquarks and as such might be visible in the LHCb set-up at CERN, where charged pentaquarks have been discovered [52] . We also expect neutral flavour singlets to be visible as narrow resonances in direct production experiments like π − scattering on protons.
In [65] we argue for the following relation between the proton electric charge radius r p and its Compton wave-
where the factor π 2 originates from a projection like in (38) , but for a period doubled state to describe the nucleon after neutron decay. This yields r p = 0.841235642 (38) fm in accordance with the value r µ p = 84087(39) fm [14] from Lamb shift spectroscopy on muonic hydrogen but is at tension with the results r e p = 0.8751(61)fm [14] from proton form factors in electron scattering on protons and from spectroscopy on ordinary hydrogen. We look forward to simultaneous scattering of muons and electrons on protons to clarify the discrepancy, e.g. in experiments like the PSI-MUSE proposal from the Paul Scherrer Institute [66] .
In [8, 9] we gave a closed expression for an accurate Higgs mass
This expression is derived from fitting the Higgs potential to the intrinsic potential as expressed in eq. (223) and shown in fig. 16 . With corrected quark masses and updated value for α −1 W = 127.984 ± 0.020 this yields m H c 2 = (125.090 ± 0.020) GeV in accordance with the weighted average 125.14 (25) GeV from the CMS [67] and ATLAS [68] detectors in Run 2 at the LHC at CERN. We look forward to see if our calculation stays within the experimental determination. However we cannot expect LHC to reach an accuracy in the Higgs mass determination that would rule out our calculation. On the other hand a future International Linear Collider [69] would give an indication with its expected 35 MeV accuracy in Higgs mass determination.
An international linear collider [69] would be well suited to test our predictions of Higgs self-couplings relative to the Standard Model expectations. In [8] we derived the electroweak energy scale of the Standard Model
expressed in our v/ √ 2 ≡ ϕ 0 from (223) and containing the up-down quark mixing matrix element V ud of the CKM-matrix [14] . This matrix element enters in (295) because we get our v from scaling the Higgs potential by considering the neutron beta decay whereas v SM is got from considering the muon decay. In other words (295) expresses the relation between the Fermi coupling constants G Fµ and G Fβ for muon decay and beta decay respectively. The presence of V ud is carried into our prediction for the Higgs self-couplings and for the Higgs couplings to the gauge bosons W and Z of the electroweak interactions. In [70] we write for instance for the quartic Higgs self-coupling in (223) relative to the Standard Model
Here we used the Standard Model Higgs potential parameters as defined by [71] 
Equation (296) yields κ HHHH = V ud = 0.97417(21) [14] . The most accurate tests of the couplings derived from the Higgs mechanism at a possible future ILC are in Higgs couplings to the gauge bosons W and Z where sub-percent uncertainty is expected [69] .
In [70] we argued for an electron-based anti-neutrino mass
which gives m ν c 2 = 15.152(4) meV. With neutrino mixing in normal hierarchy favoured by recent NOνA neutrino oscillation observations [72] this corresponds to a beta decay neutrino mass of < m 2 β > = 17.6 ± 0.2 meV/c 2 in accordance with the correlation between beta neutrino mass and cosmological constraints shown in figure 10 of [73] . This is intriguingly close to the sensitivity of the Cyclotron radiation emission spectroscopy technique prospected in the Project 8 proposal [74] . In [70] we also gave a second scenario which yielded m ν c 2 = 0.9165(4) eV. This is within the reach of the upcoming KATRIN experiment in Karlsruhe, Germany [75] , but in conflict with the cosmological limit on the sum-total Σ ≤ 0.68 eV of the neutrino masses, see p. 121 in [14] .
In [76] we gave an interpretation of the constant term in our Higgs potential (223) as related to the dark energy content of the universe. Observation of accelerated recession of supernovae in low and high red-shift galaxies [77] led to the acceptance of a major dark energy content in the universe [78, 79] . The present observed ratio [14] Ω Λ Ω b | observed = 0.692(12) 0.0484(10) = 14.3(±0.4).
between the dark energy content and the baryonic content remains unexplained. We suggest that the dark energy content of the universe is a manifestation of detained neutron decay, expressed as a constant term in the Higgs "potential" (223). We leave the question unanswered as to how the underlying coupling to accelerated expansion of the universe should be described. Several models have been discussed [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] . We derived the ratio Ω Λ /Ω b = 13.6(1.7) from an intrinsic conception of the structural changes taking place during transformations between protons and neutrons in the nuclear fusion processes inside stars. We take the Higgs mechanism to mediate the electroweak neutron to proton transformation with Higgs field φ = 0 for a neutronic state and φ = ϕ 0 for a protonic state, see fig. 16 , i.e. < n|φ|n >= 0 and < p|φ|p >= ϕ 0 where |n > and |p > are the neutron and proton states respectively. We thus assume that for each detained neutron there is one δ-contribution to the dark energy. This yields [76] Ω Λ Ω b | model = neutrons δ baryons m baryon c 2 ≈ n neutron · ϕ 0 /2 n baryon · m n c 2 (300) ≈ ϕ 0 /2 2/Y · m n c 2 = 13.6(±1.7), where the relative helium content Y of the universe is determined from the neutron and proton particle densities as [86] n n + n p n n = 2 Y .
The last approximation in (300) consists of disregarding contributions from elements heavier than helium. This is a fine approximation since the total of these, the metal-
The nucleon transformation p → n in stars burning hydrogen to helium (and so forth) is manifested in the Higgs potential with a non-zero value at φ = 0. We interpret the non-zero value of the Higgs potential from each detained neutron in nuclei as a contribution to the dark energy content in the universe. Left and right: Reduced zone schemes, see p. 160 in [37] , for Bloch wave numbers for the neutron state (left) and the proton state (right) in solutions of (72) with respectively 2π and 4π periodic wavefunctions [8] . Middle: Higgs potential (solid, blue) matching the Manton-inspired potential [24] (dashed, red) and a Wilson-inspired potential [85] (dotted, green). The Manton and Wilson inspired potentials yield the same value for the Higgs mass and the electroweak energy scale whereas only the Manton inspired potential gives a satisfactory reproduction of the baryon spectrum [8] . Figure adapted from [9] .
licity Z, is of the order of one percent 16 . In (300) we used for the relative primordial helium mass content Y p = 0.296±0.030 in recent determinations from the Cosmic Microwave Background measured at the South Pole Telescope [87] . We look forward to improved determinations of the helium fraction of baryonic matter in the universe. The helium content Y shows a slightly increasing tendency with star generation number [88] thus indicating an increasing value in (300). We therefore also look forward to observations to determine whether the dark energy content of the universe is increasing with time as suggested by (300) with increasing Y as the amount of neutrons pile up inside stars from the ongoing fusion processes there. An increase in the dark energy content would be in accordance with the observed accelerated recession of supernovae [77] . 16 For instance an ordinary main sequence star like our own Sun is modelled satisfactorily by starting out from X : Y : Z = 0.73 : 0.25 : 0.02 with X for hydrogen, see p. 282 in [86] .
XXI. CONCLUSION
We have presented the foundation and new applications of intrinsic quantum mechanics and we have given reference to a variety of other results derived from the intrinsic conception, namely predictions on neutral pentaquarks, proton radius, precise Higgs mass, Higgs selfcouplings, Higgs couplings to gauge bosons, beta decay neutrino mass and dark energy to baryon matter ratio. We take intrinsic quantum mechanics to represent a step, not so much beyond the Standard Model of particle physics, but to represent a step behind the Standard Model. We have given an example of how exterior derivatives on Lie group configuration spaces relate between spacetime quantum fields and intrinsic configuration spaces expressed via the momentum form on intrinsic wavefunctions. We have hinted at a profound relation between the strong and electroweak sectors of particle physics seen in a possible origin of the electroweak mixing angle in up and down quark flavour generators. Generators that were also used to derive a proton spin structure function and the proton magnetic dipole mo-ment. The idea of intrinsic quantum mechanics has led to a conception of mass as introtangled energy-momentum with the introtangling mediated by kinematic generators like the momentum and angular momentum generators. This conception is in accordance with the energy-mass equivalence in the theory of relativity. We have shown that left-invariance in intrinsic space corresponds to local gauge invariance in spacetime. Unlike the extra dimensions introduced in string theory, the configuration spaces of intrinsic quantum mechanics are non-spatial. This orthogonality to spacetime opens for a unified description without requiring quantum gravity. One may argue that quantum dynamics originate in excitation of intrinsic degrees of freedom as generalizations of the concept of spin degrees of freedom. To clarify such questions we need more study both at the conceptual level and at the experimental level to look for our proposed tests in baryon spectroscopy, neutrino mass determinations and deviations from Standard Model expectations in couplings of the Higgs particle to itself and to gauge bosons.
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